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The information contained in this catalogue is correct to the best of our knowledge; however always check with
Separ UK for the precise data relating to any given product.
Occasionally products are updated or have subtle re-designs. Given we produce a catalogue ever year to
eighteen months; it is not always possible to include these changes. Speaking to Separ UK is always the easiest
way to ensure you have the latest information. Alternately you can visit our web site at www.separ.co.uk
Information in this document is for reference only, E&OE.
Note: The manufacturer reserves the right to change or amend specifications without notice.
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Separ UK are based in custom built offices in Kings Langley, Hertfordshire – a small town located between
Watford and Hemel Hempstead. We are located minutes away from the M25 junction 20.

Separ offer filtration solutions for the following industries










Marine fuel
Back up generator fuel
Building services
Truck and Bus fuel
Heavy equipment/earthmoving machinery fuel
Automotive applications fuel
MOD and NATO applications
Bilge water
Lube Oil

3 Kingley Park
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A guide to fuel contamination
What is liquid fuel contamination and why should I care?
If you are responsible for a fuel store for a generator, a heater, or as a supply for vehicles or similar, then the
chances are you are relying on the fuel to be in top condition. It‟s assumed to be so every time you fill up, so why
shouldn‟t it? Well, the fuel from a petrol station should have been cleaned before it‟s supplied to the consumer –
the fuel used in generators etc may have been too, but time and other factors combine to degrade the fuel quality.
Poor quality fuel can damage an engine/generator, and repair is not only an inconvenience, but very expensive
too.
What sorts of contamination are there?
Obviously any debris in the fuel is considered to be contamination and must be dealt with, but the more common
issues are water in the fuel, sediment, biomass, bacterial infection („the fuel bug‟) and sludge. However a foul
smell in the fuel or a cloudy or dark colour would also let you know you had an issue that must be addressed.
What can happen?
General debris will block your systems filter, but then that is what it is there for. However, what about the
sediment formed when your fuel starts to oxidise (age; typically over 6 months for the process to start), or the
sludge or bacterial content? Water in the fuel, especially in modern high pressure engines such as the common
rail diesels, will cause damage to the fuel injectors. Damaged injectors mean an engine will not burn efficiently
and in some cases will not work at all.
„The fuel bug‟ or Cladosporium Resinae” (clad) and “Pseudomonas Aeruginosa” to use the correct scientific
names is the biggest issue. It is formed through yeast and fungi bacteria, germinating in the right conditions: a
o
food source (your fuel‟s hydrocarbons), the right temperature (10-40 C), and a minute amount of water in the fuel.
This water is the breading ground and can be present due to poor tank venting; condensation; it could be in the
fuel when supplied; from infection or other sources. Water is where this infection grows, and it can double in
population every 20 minutes. Most people who suffer from the issue will notice a foul smell, or a waxy sludge in
their filters.
The fuel bug itself forms a mat on the water/fuel
interface, effectively eating the hydrocarbons in the
fuel and leaving behind the sludge by product, as well
as more water, acids and other harmful by products.
These acids can attach the rubber seals and gaskets
in your fuel system, and if susceptible the fuel tank
and pipe work itself can corrode (steel and fibre
reinforces polymers).
Such infections are a major hazard for any fuel system
and if given the right conditions can grow from
microscopic colonies to a slimy mass weighing some
22kg within 24 hours.
It was thought until recently that only diesel and other similar middle distillate fuels were affected (MDO, gas oil,
fuel oil, bio-diesel etc), however in petrol/gasoline the problem has surfaced more and more; it appears to be
linked to new types of oxygenated fuel.
If this infection is found in a petrol station then it is the customers who experience the effect (break downs); and
then where will the repair bill end up, who is responsible for the fuel quality? If it is a fuel supply for a generator, it
can and will cause that generator to fail when you need it most.
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Problem Summary - The Cause
These are the main issues that you need to be aware of.








Aged/oxidised fuel
Water
Bacterial infection
Debris
Waxy sludge
Foul smell
Discolouring








Customer complaints
Blocked filters
Corrosion in tanks or pipes
Uneconomical engine
High engine wear
Injector or cylinder damage

Any of these can and will cause expense and inconvenience to you.
Problem Summary - The Effect
In a modern world, just about any problem will be based around money, and fuel contamination is no different. A
blocked filter is easy enough to fix – but it means that the engine further down the line is not running. If that
engine was attached to a generator, then it will not run and your facility is without power (fuel starvation). The loss
of business continuity in 5 minutes can hit any company hard, lost business and customer perception in difficult
trading times is not acceptable. But if that generator is supplying a hospital – the consequences do not bear
thinking about.
If you supply fuel to vehicles (petrol stations, agricultural applications
etc) then your customer‟s vehicle will experience the issue, either
through damage to the fuel injectors, the fuel sensors, gasket and seal
damage, fouled pumps or plugged filters. Not only will this mean
expense in repairs, but also in lost trade and lost reputation.
The Quandary
Now you are aware of the problem, how would it affect you and your company?
The immediate effect of supplying poor quality fuel to customers or using poor quality fuel in your generators is
sometimes hard to quantify. Indeed these issues often only appear after 4, 6 or even 12 months. But prevention is
always better than cure; stop these issues before they cost you and your company time and money.
The Answer
It is actually quite simple, once you understand the principle of fuel polishing.
Fuel polishing is a fuel maintenance procedure, used to clean fuel in
storage, neutralising and removing the bacterial content, straining out the
sludge and other contaminate whilst using advanced water separation
technology to remove 99.8% of free water in a single pass.
This technology is available as an installed system to clean fuel
automatically in your tanks, or as a mobile fuel cleaning service.
If you have a requirement for a system to protect your tanks/generators in
situ, then you need to speak with Separ UK. When dealing with Separ UK,
you will get the professional help and advice you need and as Separ have
the ISO9001 quality assurance standard, you can be certain you are
getting the very best service.
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Selecting a filter
There are many different considerations when sizing the right filter for any given application. Whilst this list is not
exhaustive, we would always want to consider the following factors.


Is water separation needed?

If not, then a strainer or filter may be sufficient, if it is then a specific water separator should be used such as our
SWK2000 range.



Maximum fuel flow rate

Often mistaken for fuel consumption, this figure is vital to selecting the right filter. The easiest way to get this figure is to
find out the maximum capacity of the fuel pump in your system. Whilst fuel consumption is important for any customer,
the flow can be as high as 400% of the consumption due to modern engines using fuel as a cooling medium before
returning it to the storage tank. Always select a filter with a capacity higher than or equal to the worst case, maximum fuel
flow. It can be less, that is not an issue, but selecting a filter which is too small will dramatically increase the pressure
restriction.



Restriction – Delta P

Fuel flow restriction or pressure restriction can be vital to some applications where the fuel pressure at the engine is
closely monitored. The lower the delta P figure, the less restriction the filter will put into the fuel. In a transfer system it is
typically less important.



Marine or non-marine application?

Depending on the location of the fuel filter in question, different rules exist as to what materials can be used in its
construction. For example, ocean going leisure craft has to periodically meet an RCD inspection (recreational craft
directive) – this states that the fuel filters used must meet the fire-proofing standard ISO10088. Likewise the British
waterways expect the same requirement for all inland craft. To us this means utilising one of our filters with a metal bowl –
or a clean bowl with a metal heat-shield. Other applications such as generator fuel filtration or truck filters do not have
such requirements and so standard clear bowl filters can be used.



Port sizes / pipe sizes

Not all customers need a specific flow rate; some just want to match to their existing pipe work dimensions. For example,
a customer with a 2” pipe who only needs to strain fuel does not always want to throttle the pipe down to 1” to match the
ideal filter. Separ UK offer a range of filter solutions to meet their needs, form a wide range of filters to match the specific
requirement, to a massive range of fittings to ensure compatibility to any standard pipe dimensions.



Straining element size

What micron rating is actually required? If the application is for fuel in storage or as a pre-filter, then typically 30 micron is
sufficient. What does that mean? Well, 1 micron is one millionth of a meter, or to put it another way, there are 1000
microns in a millimetre. A human hair is typically 0.06mm (60 micron), 30 micron is therefore about half the width of an
average human hair. Some customers need very fine straining, to 10, 5 or even lower micron ratings – some just need
something quite course to stop large contaminate; in the region of 100, 300 or even 400 micron. Separ UK has the right
filtration solution to match their requirements, and in most cases, the filters themselves can be changed at a later stage
should the customer subsequently need to change their filtration specification.



Simplex or Duplex

Looking at a typical marine customer as an example, if they had two engines on their boat, they would need a simple,
simplex filter for each engine‟s fuel system. A simplex filter is one with a single body and a single path for the fuel to flow
through it. If the customer had a boat with a single engine however, we would strongly suggest they used a duplex filer –
this has two paths for the fuel to flow though, where only one is in use at any time. Should the customer experience fuel
contamination in the twin engine boat, it is highly unlikely both fuel systems would block at the same time, in the single
engine boat however; a simple movement of the duplex‟s changeover lever and the second flow path is now in use. The
first path is now clear for servicing, without having to stop the engine.
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Separ SWK2000 range of fuel filter/water separators
In 1992 the SEPAR 2000 Series of fuel filters was released. This
range is as an effective system for the separation of water and
particulate from fuel. This is vital as both water and particulate
matter can result in high wear and tear of fuel pumps and injectors,
resulting in reduced reliability and expensive engine repairs.
The separation and filtration process takes place in a new, unique
and patented procedure, which is applied throughout all of the
range. The SEPAR 2000 series is especially effective due its small
physical size in relation to the effective flow rate.
The SEPAR 2000 should be installed on the suction side of the fuel
system, between the fuel tank and the lift pump.
The fuel cleaning process: fuel enters the filter through either port A
or B depending which is more convenient for installation and using
the plug provided to seal off the unused port.
Stage 1
From the inlet port, fuel flows through the interior vane system
which places a circular motion to the fuel. A static centrifuge effect
to remove heavy and medium particulate.
Stage 2
Still in the circular motion fuel reaches the bowl section, where due
to this centrifugal motion water droplets and heavier particles (down
to 30 microns in size) are forced to the wall of the bowl, eventually
settling in the bottom (ready for draining at a later stage).
Stage 3
In this stage the fuel has to pass the vane system positioned on the “outside” of the central housing. Due to the
differing length of the vanes and the two-fold rapid change of fuel flow direction, smaller water droplets and finer
particles will settle on the vanes. These particles agglomerate (collect) and when heavy enough fall to the bottom
of the bowl. Already by this point in the filtration process, the majority of contaminates in the fuel have been
separated.
Stage 4
Just below the filter element the cross-sectional flow area of the filter is increased significantly, thus reducing the
fuel flow rate per square cm. This slowing effect allows even smaller water droplets and particulate to fall out of
the fuel flow, settling on the inner surfaces of the housing. In turn, these form larger droplets which eventually fall
into the bottom of the bowl by gravity.
Note: due described pre-separation process, the major portion of water and particulate present in the fuel will be
in the bowl or on the inner surfaces of the filter, thus greatly extending the filter element life.
Stage 5
The final filtration of the remaining water and particulate still contained in the fuel will be effected by a replaceable
filter element. These filter elements are produced from a special filter media and are available in different pore
sizes. The standard supply is 30 micron; however both 10 and 60 micron are also available. The 60 micron
element is made from stainless steel, and so with careful cleaning can be re-used.
The clean fuel leaves the filter via outlet ports C or D (the outlet port not required should be sealed with the plugs
provided).
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Key Points for the SEPAR SWK2000 range.
Available with various flow rates from 1 to 260 lit/min (60-15600 lit/hr) thereby offering fuel filters for engine
performance ranges: 5 to 10,000kw.
Standard for diesel and bio-diesel applications, with versions for petrol (petroleum) engines are also available,
please ask for details.
Compact size, various ports dimensions, simple installation, High separation efficiency of water contained in the
fuel. (No water shown acc. to RTÜV testing.)
Due to the use of a back flushing procedure, the SWK2000 filter can extend its service interval.
The SEPAR 2000 Filter protects the injection pump and injection nozzles from damage due to water and other
contaminate.
Easy maintenance.
For cold ambient temperatures SEPAR 2000 filters are available with an effective heating system.
Application areas:







Automotive industry - trucks, busses, mobile cranes, municipality vehicles etc.
Stationary engines - generators, welding and pumping installations etc.
Mining applications
Construction equipment, compressor sets, agricultural equipment, fork lift trucks, etc
Marine propulsion
For this application, duplex switchable filters are available.
An optional water level (water in fuel) sensor can be supplied.
Special versions for certain applications are also available, please ask for details.

Tests and Certificates








Rheinisch-Westfälischer TÜV
Kraftfahrt-Bundesamt Flensburg
German Technical Department for Army Ship and Marine Weapons
Germanischer Lloyd Type Approval Certificate
Lloyd Type Approval Certificate
Bureau Veritas Type Approval Certificate
RINA
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FLOW RATES
SWK 2000/5
SWK 2000/5/50
SWK 2000/10
SWK 2000/18
SWK 2000/40
SWK 2000/40/2
SWK 2000/130
SWK 2000/130/2

= 5 l/min or 300 l/h
= 5 l/min or 300 l/h
= 10 l/min or 600 l/h
= 18 l/min or 1080 l/h
= 40 l/min or 2400 l/h
= 80 l/min or 4800 l/h
= 130 l/min or 7800 l/h
= 260 l/min or 15600 l/h

OPTIONS (letters shown after the /5 or /10 etc)
No letter
= Clear (Trogamid T5000) bowl
U
= Duplex, Switchable filter
D
= Clear bowl with heat shield (RINA-version)
K
= Clear bowl with water alarm contacts
KD
= Clear bowl, heat shield, water alarm contacts
M
= Metal bowl
MK
= Metal bowl with contacts
B
= Gas/Petrol version clear bowl
BM
= Gas/Petrol version with metal bowl
S
= Potential free probe for water level indication
H
= Heated filter 12V or 24

Examples of the filters and options in the Separ SWK2000 range
Simplex Unit

Duplex Unit

Description

SWK2000/5
SWK2000/5/50
SWK2000/5/50/K
SWK2000/5/50/D
SWK2000/5/50/KD
SWK2000/5/50/M
SWK2000/5/50/MK
SWK2000/5/50/H
SWK2000/10
SWK2000/10/K
SWK2000/10/D
SWK2000/10/KD
SWK2000/10/M
SWK2000/10/MK
SWK2000/10/H
SWK2000/18
SWK2000/18/K
SWK2000/18/D
SWK2000/18/KD
SWK2000/18/M
SWK2000/18/MK
SWK2000/40/M
SWK2000/40/MK
SWK2000/40/MS
SWK2000/40/2/MK
SWK2000/130/MK
SWK2000/130/MS
SWK2000/130/2/MK

SWK2000/5/U
SWK2000/5/50/U
SWK2000/5/50/UK
SWK2000/5/50/UD
SWK2000/5/50/UKD
SWK2000/5/50/UM
SWK2000/5/50/UMK
SWK2000/10/U
SWK2000/10/UK
SWK2000/10/UD
SWK2000/10/UKD
SWK2000/10/UM
SWK2000/10/UMK
SWK2000/18/U
SWK2000/18/UK
SWK2000/18/UD
SWK2000/18/UKD
SWK2000/18/UM
SWK2000/18/UMK
SWK2000/40/UM
SWK2000/40/UMK
SWK2000/40/UMS
SWK2000/130/UMK
SWK2000/130/UMS
-

Clear bowl
Clear bowl
Clear bowl. contacts
Clear bowl. heat shield
Clear bowl. Contacts. heat shield
Metal bowl
Metal bowl. contacts
Clear bowl. heated filter
Clear bowl
Clear bowl. contacts
Clear bowl. heat shield
Clear bowl. Contacts. heat shield
Metal bowl
Metal bowl. contacts
Clear bowl. heated filter
Clear bowl
Clear bowl. contacts
Clear bowl. heat shield
Clear bowl. Contacts. heat shield
Metal bowl
Metal bowl. contacts
Metal bowl
Metal bowl. contacts
Metal bowl. probe
Metal bowl. contacts
Metal bowl. contacts
Metal bowl. pot.-free probe
Metal bowl. contacts

Flow
rate
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
18
18
18
18
18
18
40
40
40
80
130
130
260

Port
(simplex)
M16 x 1.5
M16 x 1.5
M16 x 1.5
M16 x 1.5
M16 x 1.5
M16 x 1.5
M16 x 1.5
M16 x 1.5
M22 x 1.5
M22 x 1.5
M22 x 1.5
M22 x 1.5
M22 x 1.5
M22 x 1.5
M22 x 1.5
M26 x 1.5
M26 x 1.5
M26 x 1.5
M26 x 1.5
M26 x 1.5
M26 x 1.5
M33 x 2.0
M33 x 2.0
M33 x 2.0
42 mm Pipe Ø
2” Pipe
2” Pipe
3” Pipe

Port
(duplex)
12 mm Pipe Ø / M18
12 mm Pipe Ø / M18
12 mm Pipe Ø / M18
12 mm Pipe Ø / M18
12 mm Pipe Ø / M18
12 mm Pipe Ø / M18
12 mm Pipe Ø / M18
12 mm Pipe Ø / M18
15 mm Pipe Ø / M22
15 mm Pipe Ø / M22
15 mm Pipe Ø / M22
15 mm Pipe Ø / M22
15 mm Pipe Ø / M22
15 mm Pipe Ø / M22
15 mm Pipe Ø / M22
22 mm Pipe Ø / M30
22 mm Pipe Ø / M30
22 mm Pipe Ø / M30
22 mm Pipe Ø / M30
22 mm Pipe Ø / M30
22 mm Pipe Ø / M30
35 mm Pipe Ø
35 mm Pipe Ø
35 mm Pipe Ø
2” Pipe
2” Pipe
-
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Separ SWK2000/5 and SWK2000/5/50 simplex
Description
The Separ 2000 is a water separator and diesel fuel filter equipped to accommodate today's engines. The SWK2000/5 range is
capable of handling flow rates up to 300 litres per hour (5 litres per minute), and has an M16 thread input and output. Separ Distribution
UK offers a wide range of fittings to allow connection of your equipment to this filter – please ask for more details.
Features











Small physical size in comparison to flow rate
High performance
Low restriction
Long-life filter element
Improved operating economics
Easy installation
Simple operation
5 stage filtration
Option for petrol applications
Bio-diesel compatible

Typical Product Options
SWK2000/5
SWK2000/5M
SWK2000/5MK
SWK2000/5KD
SWK2000/5/50
SWK2000/5/50/M
SWK2000/5/50/MK

Plastic (clear) bowl
Metal bowl
Metal bowl with alarm contact
Plastic (clear) bowl with alarm contacts and heat-shield
Extended capacity with plastic (clear) bowl
Extended capacity with metal bowl
Extended capacity with metal bowl and alarm contacts

SWK2000/5 Specifications

Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Imperial
66 GPH
0.59 IN. HG
3/4-16
10.5in
1.5 in
12 in
3.66in
5.5 in
3 Lbs.

Metric
300 LPH
20 mBar
16 x 1.5
258mm
30mm
304 mm
93 mm
140 mm
1.4 KG.

Imperial
66 GPH
0.53 IN. HG
3/4-16
11.54in
3 in
14 in
3.66in
5.5 in
4 Lbs.

Metric
300 LPH
18 mBar
16 x 1.5
293mm
60mm
356 mm
93 mm
140 mm
1.8 KG.

SWK2000/5/50 Specifications

Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Replacement elements SWK2000/5 range:
10 micron - 00510 (paper)
30 micron - 00530 (paper)
60 micron - 00560-s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement elements SWK2000/5/50 range:
10 micron - 00510/50 (paper)
30 micron - 00530/50 (paper)
60 micron - 00560/50s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement Seal and Gasket Kit:
Part Number : 10527
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Separ SWK2000/5U and SWK2000/5/50U duplex
Description
If your system is starved of fuel as the filter has removed too much contaminate, the easy option to
maintain operation is to use the Separ SWK2000/5 duplex range. A simple change-over handle
controls the flow of fuel to either the left or right hand filters, whilst leaving the opposite unit free for
maintenance.
The SWK2000/5U range is capable of handling flow rates up to 300 litres per hour (5 litres per minute),
and has a 12mm input and output nut and olive connection. Separ Distribution UK offers a wide range
of fittings to allow connection of your equipment to this filter – please ask for more details.
Features









Changeover handle to allow ease of maintenance
High performance with low restriction
Long-life easy change filter element
Easy installation
Easy operation
5 stage filtration
Option for petrol applications
Bio-diesel compatible

Typical Product Options
SWK2000/5U
SWK2000/5UM
SWK2000/5UMK
SWK2000/5UKD
SWK2000/5UK
SWK2000/5/50U
SWK2000/5/50UD
SWK2000/5/50UKD
SWK2000/5/50UM
SWK2000/5/50UMK

Clear bowl (as picture above)
Metal bowl
Metal bowl with alarm contacts
Plastic bowl with alarm contacts and heat shield
Plastic bowl with alarm contacts
Extended capacity clear bowl
Extended capacity clear bowl and heat shield
Extended capacity clear bowl heat shield and alarm contacts
Extended capacity with metal bowl
Extended capacity clear bowl and alarm contacts

SWK2000/5U Specifications
Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Imperial
66 GPH
0.59 IN. HG
7/8-14
11.75in
1.5 in
13.25 in
6.3 in
17.32 in
10 lbs.

Metric
300 LPH
20 MBAR
12 mm
298 mm
30mm
298 mm
160 mm
440 mm
4.5 KG.

Imperial
66 GPH
0.53 IN. HG
7/8-14
13.11in
3 in
14 in
6.3 in
17.32 in
10 lbs.

Metric
300 LPH
18 MBAR
12 mm
333 mm
30mm
356 mm
160 mm
440 mm
5 KG.

SWK2000/5/50U Specifications
Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Replacement elements SWK2000/5 range:
10 micron - 00510 (paper)
30 micron - 00530 (paper)
60 micron - 00560-s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement elements SWK2000/5/50 range:
10 micron - 00510/50 (paper)
30 micron - 00530/50 (paper)
60 micron - 00560/50s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement Seal and Gasket Kit:
Part Number : 2x 10527
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Separ SWK2000/10 Simplex
Description
The SWK2000/10 range manages flow rates up to 600 litres per hour (10 litres per minute), and has an M22 ports. Separ offer a
wide range of fittings and connectors to allow ease of integration into your system.

Features









Flow up to 600 litres per hour
Low pressure drop
Long-life filter element
Easy installation
Simple operation
5 stage filtration
Option for petrol applications
Bio-diesel Compatible

Certification
The Separ 2000 series has the following approvals:







Lloyds Type Approval Certificate - No. 94/20036
Germanischer Lloyd Type Test Certificate - No. 04/84-93
Bureau Veritas Type Approval Certificate - No. 1521 5842 A10 D
Rina DIP/13/94
Technical Department for Army Ship and Marine Weapons - No. WTD71-213-003/94
Application has also been made to the American Bureau of Shipping & U.S. Coast Guard

Product Options
SWK2000/10
SWK2000/10 VITON
SWK2000/10 EM
SWK2000/10 K
SWK2000/10 KD
SWK2000/10 M
SWK2000/10 MK

Clear bowl (as picture above)
Viton seals
Extended unit with metal bowl
Plastic (clear) bowl with alarm contacts
Plastic (clear) bowl with heat-shield
Metal bowl
Metal bowl with alarm contact

SWK2000/10 Specifications
Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Imperial
132 GPH
0.31 IN. HG
3/4-14
13in
3 in
16 in
4.21in
5.75 in
5 Lbs.

Metric
600 LPH
11 MBAR
22 x 1.5
328mm
60mm
406 mm
107 mm
146 mm
2.3 KG.

Replacement elements:
10 micron - 01010 (paper)
30 micron - 01030 (paper)
60 micron - 01060s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement Seal and Gasket Kit:
Part Number : 10528
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Separ SWK2000/10H heated simplex
The SWK2000/10 heated simplex unit offers protection for your fuel in cold climates, as well as highly efficient diesel / bio-diesel
filtration, and water separation characteristics.
Description
Function of the SWK2000 with fuel heating
Heat is transmitted to the aluminium centrifuge and vane section very efficiently, so as the fuel enters the filter it starts to become
warm. The warmed fuel prevents the filter becoming clogged by paraffin that has formed due to very low temperatures. The fuel filter
heating system is controlled by a thermostat which activates the heater at 5° C, if the fuel temperature reaches 10° C the heater is
switched off as the fuel heating system is not necessary. A pilot lamp located in the switch indicates when the thermostat has activated
the heating system.
The system is fully protected by a fuse in the filter housing that protects the heater in the unlikely event that the heater temperature
reaches 80° C, also a fuse is fitted to the heater power supply.
SEPAR 2000 filters with heater can be installed on any diesel engine with either a 12 or 24 volt electrical system. Preferred
applications are trucks, buses, construction and agricultural equipment as well as stationary engine applications that are used in cold
climates
Features

Flow up to 600 litres per hour

Heated system prevents fuel waxing

Low pressure drop

Long-life filter element (heated unit takes a special element)

Easy installation

Bio-diesel Compatible

Certification
The Separ 2000 series has the following approvals:







Lloyds Type Approval Certificate - No. 94/20036
Germanischer Lloyd Type Test Certificate - No. 04/84-93
Bureau Veritas Type Approval Certificate - No. 1521 5842 A10 D
Rina DIP/13/94
Technical Department for Army Ship and Marine Weapons - No. WTD71-213-003/94
Application has also been made to the American Bureau of Shipping & U.S. Coast Guard

Product Options
SWK2000/10H

HNBR seals, available in 12 or 24v DC

SWK2000/10H Specifications
Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Imperial
132 GPH
0.31 IN. HG
3/4-14
13in
3 in
16 in
4.21in
5.75 in
6 Lbs.

Metric
600 LPH
11 MBAR
22 x 1.5
328mm
60mm
406 mm
107 mm
146 mm
2.8 KG.

Replacement elements (special heater elements required):
10 micron - 01010H (paper)
30 micron - 01030H (paper)
Replacement Seal and Gasket Kit:
Part Number : 10528
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Separ SWK2000/10 Duplex
With a flow rate of 600 litres per hour, and the convenience of a change-over handle, the bio-diesel
compatible SWK2000/10U is an all round great performer.
Description
The Separ 2000/10 duplex range is a step on from the simplex units. The duplex system allows one
filter to be in use, while the other one is free for maintenance. It is often used on single engine craft
to maintain a constant fuel supply to the engine. If a filter becomes blocked, or the element requires
changing, the operator can simply switch to the second filter, freeing the original for element
changes or cleaning.
The SWK2000/10U range handles flow rates up to 600 litres per hour (10 litres per minute), and
has a 15mm input and output nut and olive for the direct connection of copper pipe. Separ
Distribution UK also offers a wide range of fittings to allow connection of your equipment to this filter
– please ask for more details.
Features









Change over handle for ease of use
High performance
Low restriction / Low Delta P
Long-life removable filter element (paper or stainless steel)
Improved operating economics
Bio-diesel compatible
5 stage filtration
Option for petrol applications

Certification
The Separ 2000 series has the following approvals:

Lloyds Type Approval Certificate - No. 94/20036

Germanischer Lloyd Type Test Certificate - No. 04/84-93

Bureau Veritas Type Approval Certificate - No. 1521 5842 A10 D

Rina DIP/13/94

Technical Department for Army Ship and Marine Weapons - No. WTD71-213-003/94

Application has also been made to the American Bureau of Shipping & U.S. Coast Guard

Product Options
SWK2000/10U
SWK2000/10UM
SWK2000/10UMK
SWK2000/10UKD
SWK2000/10UK

Plastic (clear) bowl
Metal bowl
Metal bowl with alarm contacts
Plastic (clear) bowl with alarm contacts and heat-shield
Plastic (clear) bowl with alarm contacts

SWK2000/10U Specifications
Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Imperial
132 GPH
0.31 IN. HG
1 1/16-12 in
15 in
3 in
16 in
7.6 in
18 in
18 lbs.

Metric
600 LPH
11 mBar
15 mm
378mm
60mm
406 mm
194 mm
460 mm
8.2 KG.

Replacement elements (one per side):
10 micron - 01010 (paper)
30 micron - 01030 (paper)
60 micron - 01060s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement Seal and Gasket Kit:
Part Number : 2x 10528
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Separ SWK2000/18 Simplex
Description
With flow rates of up to 1080 litres per hour (18 litres per minute), and M26 ports, no other single filter we have found on the market
comes close to the performance of the SWK2000/18 range.
Features








Single design unit with flow of 18 litres per minute
Low Delta P
Easy change of filter element
Easy installation
5 stage filtration
Option for petrol applications
Option for viton seals (for bio-diesel, etc)

Certification
The Separ 2000 series has the following approvals:

Lloyds Type Approval Certificate - No. 94/20036

Germanischer Lloyd Type Test Certificate - No. 04/84-93

Bureau Veritas Type Approval Certificate - No. 1521 5842 A10 D

Rina DIP/13/94

Technical Department for Army Ship and Marine Weapons - No. WTD71-213-003/94

Application has also been made to the American Bureau of Shipping & U.S. Coast Guard
Product Options
SWK2000/18
SWK2000/18K
SWK2000/18KD
SWK2000/18M
SWK2000/18MK

Plastic (clear) bowl
Plastic (clear) bowl with alarm contacts and heat-shield
Plastic (clear) bowl with heat-shield
Metal bowl
Metal bowl and alarm contacts

SWK2000/18 Simplex Specifications

Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Imperial
237 GPH
0.44 IN. HG
11/16 -12 in
11.15 in
3 in
18 in
6.5 in
8 in
11 Lbs.

Metric
1080 LPH
15 mBar
26 x 1.5
385 mm
60 mm
457 mm
165 mm
200 mm
5 KG.

Replacement elements:
10 micron - 01810 (paper)
30 micron - 01830 (paper)
60 micron - 01860s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement Seal and Gasket Kit:
Part Number : 30979
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Separ SWK2000/18U Duplex
With the convenience of a change-over handle, and an unmatched flow rate per filter of 1080
litres per hour. The SWK2000/18U range has a lot to offer.

Description
Ease of operation is the key for the SWK2000/18U range. The changeover handle allows the
operator to completely isolate one half of the filter system for maintenance, whilst the other half
is still in use. Add to that the option for bio-diesel compatibility, a very low Delta P and a class
leading fuel flow rate for a single body filter and the sum of the parts all add up to an extremely
competent filter.
With flow rates of up to 1080 litres per hour (18 litres per minute), and 22mm input and output
nut and olive ports for direct pipe connection, the SWK2000/18U range is hard to match, let
alone beat.

Features









Class leading flow rate for a single body filter
High flow rate
Low Delta P / low flow restriction
Paper or Washable stainless steel filter elements
Easy installation
Simple single sided operation
5 stage filtration
Option for bio-diesel and petrol applications

Certification
The Separ 2000 series has the following approvals:







Lloyds Type Approval Certificate - No. 94/20036
Germanischer Lloyd Type Test Certificate - No. 04/84-93
Bureau Veritas Type Approval Certificate - No. 1521 5842 A10 D
Rina DIP/13/94
Technical Department for Army Ship and Marine Weapons - No. WTD71-213-003/94
Application has also been made to the American Bureau of Shipping & U.S. Coast Guard

Product Options
SWK2000/18U
SWK2000/18UM
SWK2000/18UMK
SWK2000/18UKD
SWK2000/18UK

Plastic (clear) bowl
Metal bowl
Metal bowl with alarm contacts
Plastic (clear) bowl with alarm contacts and heat-shield
Plastic (clear) bowl with alarm contacts

SWK2000/18U Specifications
Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Imperial
237 GPH
0.44 IN. HG
1 5/16-12 in
18 in
3 in
18 in
9 in
24.6 in
42 lbs.

Metric
1080 LPH
15 mBar
22 mm
453 mm
60mm
457 mm
226 mm
625 mm
19 KG.

Replacement elements (1 per side):
10 micron - 01810 (paper)
30 micron - 01830 (paper)
60 micron - 01860s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement Seal and Gasket Kit:
Part Number : 2x 30979
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Separ SWK2000/40 simplex and SWK2000/40/2 “double”
If large fuel flow rates are required, the SWK2000/40 range can handle up to 2400 litres per hour.
Description
Large yachts or fuel storage systems require large fuel flow rates. The SWK2000/40 range is capable of handling up to 2400 litres
per hour, (which equates to 40 litres per minute), or up to 4800 litres per hour (80 litres per minute) in the 'double' series version.
The standard simplex unit has an M33 thread input and output, whereas the 'double' version can accept a 42mm pipe directly.
Features







High flow, high performance filter
Extremely low restriction
Easy change element
'Double' version available for 80 litres per minute
5 stage filtration
Option for petrol applications and viton seals

SWK2000/40MK

Certification
The Separ 2000 series has the following approvals:







Lloyds Type Approval Certificate - No. 94/20036
Germanischer Lloyd Type Test Certificate - No. 04/84-93
Bureau Veritas Type Approval Certificate - No. 1521 5842 A10 D
Rina DIP/13/94
Technical Department for Army Ship and Marine Weapons - No. WTD71-213-003/94
Application has also been made to the American Bureau of Shipping & U.S. Coast Guard

Product Options
SWK2000/40M
SWK2000/40MK
SWK2000/40/2/MK

Metal bowl
Metal bowl and alarm contacts
Double unit (2x metal bowl with alarm contacts)

SWK2000/40/2MK

SWK2000/40 Simplex Specifications
Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Imperial
528 GPH
0.95 IN. HG
15/16 -12 in
19 in
3 in
22 in
8.3 in
11.5 in
24 Lbs.

Metric
2400 LPH
32 mBar
33 x 2 mm
480 mm
60 mm
559 mm
211 mm
290 mm
11 KG.

Imperial
1056 GPH
0.95 IN. HG
2” pipe
19 in
3 in
22 in
8.3 in
34 in
69 Lbs.

Metric
4800 LPH
32 mBar
33 x 2 mm
480 mm
60 mm
559 mm
211 mm
863 mm
31 KG.

SWK2000/40/2MK 'Double' Specifications
Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Diagram is also valid for SWK2000/40/2

Replacement elements (2 required for double unit):
10 micron - 04010 (paper)
30 micron - 04030 (paper)
60 micron - 04060s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement Seal and Gasket Kit (2 required for double unit):
Part Number : 30980
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Separ SWK2000/40U Duplex
Large engines need large flow rates, but the SWK2000/40U range means that does
not have to be at the expense of convenience.
Description
The changeover handle system of the SWK2000/40U range means an operator
can easily isolate one half of the filter for maintenance. With the handle pointing to
the right, that filter is in use - meaning the left hand side can be opened up,
cleaned, and have its element changed without having to lock off and stop the fuel
flow to the engine.
The range is capable of handling flow rates up to 2400 litres per hour (40 litres per
minute). The input and output ports both accept 35mm pipe via a nut and olive
connection.

Features








Changeover handle for ease of use
Minimal fuel flow restriction
Easy to change fuel filter element
Easy installation
Simple changeover operation
5 stage filtration
Options for bio-diesel and petrol applications

Certification
The Separ 2000 series has the following approvals:

Lloyds Type Approval Certificate - No. 94/20036

Germanischer Lloyd Type Test Certificate - No. 04/84-93

Bureau Veritas Type Approval Certificate - No. 1521 5842 A10 D

Rina DIP/13/94

Technical Department for Army Ship and Marine Weapons - No. WTD71-213-003/94

Application has also been made to the American Bureau of Shipping & U.S. Coast Guard

Product Options
SWK2000/40UM
SWK2000/40UMK

Metal bowl
Metal bowl with alarm contacts

SWK2000/40U Specifications
Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Imperial
528 GPH
0.95 IN. HG
1 7/8-12 in
20.87 in
3 in
22 in
11 in
31.3 in
81 lbs.

Metric
2400 LPH
32 mBar
35 mm
530 mm
60mm
559 mm
280 mm
795 mm
37 KG.

Replacement elements (one per side):
10 micron - 04010 (paper)
30 micron - 04030 (paper)
60 micron - 04060s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement Seal and Gasket Kit:
Part Number : 2x 30980
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Separ SWK2000/130 and SWK2000/130/2 Simplex
The largest products in the SWK2000 range can handle flows of up to 7800 litres per hour, or 15600 litres per hour in the 'double'
version.
Description
What other filter on the market today can handle flow rates of 7800 or 15600 litres per hour? The SWK2000/130 and the double
version SWK2000/130/2 are the premier filters for such high flow rates, whilst maintaining an outstanding efficiency and very low
pressure drop. The simplex unit has a 2'' pipe connection; whilst the 'double' version can directly take a 3'' pipe.

Features






High performance high flow rate filters
Extremely low restriction / Delta P
Long-life easy change filter elements (paper or washable stainless steel)
5 stage filtration
Option for petrol applications and viton seals for bio-diesel

Certification
The Separ 2000 series has the following approvals:

Lloyds Type Approval Certificate - No. 94/20036

Germanischer Lloyd Type Test Certificate - No. 04/84-93

Bureau Veritas Type Approval Certificate - No. 1521 5842 A10 D

Rina DIP/13/94

Technical Department for Army Ship and Marine Weapons - No. WTD71-213-003/94

Application has also been made to the American Bureau of Shipping & U.S. Coast Guard
Product Options
SWK2000/130MK
SWK2000/130/2/MK

Metal bowl with alarm contact
Metal bowl with alarm contact (double unit - on request only)

SWK2000/130 Simplex Specifications
Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Imperial
1733 GPH
0.95 IN. HG
2 inches
32 in
3 in
34 in
14.5 in
14.5 in
110 Lbs.

Metric
7800 LPH
32 mBar
810mm
60 mm
870 mm
370 mm
370 mm
50 KG.

SWK2000/130/2MK ‘Double’ Specifications
Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Imperial
3432 GPH
0.95 IN. HG
3” pipe
32 in
3 in
35 in
14.6 in
45 in
253 Lbs.

Metric
15600 LPH
32 mBar
3” pipe
813 mm
60 mm
889 mm
370 mm
1095 mm
115 KG.

Replacement elements:
10 micron - 4x 01810 (paper)
30 micron - 4x 01830 (paper)
60 micron - 4x 01860s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement Seal and Gasket Kit:
Part Number : 30993
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Separ SWK2000/130U Duplex
The largest duplex system in the 2000 range is the SWK2000/130U
Description
Capable of handling flow rates up to 7800 litres per hour (130 litres per minute), with 2 inch input and output
nut and olive connections, the SWK2000/130U offers the most efficient unit, with the highest potential fuel flow
rate. As with other units in the SWK2000 duplex range, the unit has the convenience of a change-over handle,
and can be supplied to filter bio-diesel if required.

Features







Highest fuel flow rate vs minimal restriction (low Delta P)
Long-life filter elements available in either paper or stainless steel
Easy installation
Simple operation
5 stage filtration
Option for petrol and bio-diesel applications

Certification
The Separ 2000 series has the following approvals:







Lloyds Type Approval Certificate - No. 94/20036
Germanischer Lloyd Type Test Certificate - No. 04/84-93
Bureau Veritas Type Approval Certificate - No. 1521 5842 A10 D
Rina DIP/13/94
Technical Department for Army Ship and Marine Weapons - No. WTD71-213-003/94
Application has also been made to the American Bureau of Shipping & U.S. Coast Guard

Product Options
SWK2000/130UMK
SWK2000/130/2/MK

Duplex metal bowl with alarm contacts
Double metal bowl with alarm contacts

SWK2000/130U Specifications
Item
Imperial
Max Flow
1716 GPH
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element0.95 IN. HG
Port Size
2 in
Height
32 in
Element removal
3 in
Total height needed
35 in
Depth
19 in
Width
46.3 in
Weight
237 lbs.

Metric
7800 LPH
22 mBar
813 mm
60mm
889 mm
480 mm
1175 mm
108 KG.

SWK2000/130 Double Specifications
Item
Imperial
Max Flow
3432 GPH
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element0.95 IN. HG
Port Size
3 in
Height
32 in
Element removal
3 in
Total height needed
35 in
Depth
19 in
Width
46.3 in
Weight
237 lbs.

Metric
15600 LPH
22 mBar
813 mm
60mm
889 mm
480 mm
1175 mm
108 KG.

Replacement elements (4 needed per filter, 8 per duplex assembly):
10 micron - 01810 (paper)
30 micron - 01830 (paper)
60 micron - 01860s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement Seal and Gasket Kit:
Part Number : 2x 30993
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Separ 2 pin water in fuel sensors
Water contamination sensor
To attach to any Separ SWK2000 or KWA filter with the option letter K in the part number. eg SWK2000/10MK
Part number
30090
30091
30400

Description
12v water contamination sensor for SWK/KWA filter range
24v water contamination sensor for SWK/KWA filter range
Optional audible alarm system for item 30090/30091

24v unit will draw 50ma
12v unit will draw 100ma
The bulb can be tested by shorting out the two grey water contacts – however this must not be done if fuel is
present.
We always recommend testing the bulb with the connectors separate to the fuel filter.
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Separ SWK2000 common spare parts and accessories
The SWK2000 range of filters can be modified to suit various application requirements.
General Parts
WIF Visual Sensor (Water in Fuel) 12v DC
WIF Visual Sensor (Water in Fuel) 24v DC
WIF audible alarm for 30090/30091

Part Number
30090
30091
30400

SWK2000/5 range
Plastic bowl
Plastic bowl with alarm contacts
Metal bowl
Metal bowl with alarm contacts
Rina kit (plastic bowl, heat-shield)
Rina kit (plastic bowl, heat-shield) with alarm contacts
Drain Tap
Bleed Valve
Bleed valve gasket
Lid
Spring Cassette
Vacuum gauge
Vacuum gauge with adjustable point
HNBR Lid seal
HNBR Bowl seal
HNBR Seal kit
10 mic element (/5)
30 mic element (/5)
60 mic element (/5) stainless steel
10 mic element (/5/50)
30 mic element (/5/50)
60 mic element (/5/50) stainless steel

30984
30984k
30981
30981k
30988
30994
30366
30408
30558
30542
30295
30650
SM-30650-1
10367
10366
10527
00510
00530
00560-s
00510/50
00530/50
00560/50-s

SWK2000/10 range
Plastic bowl
Plastic bowl with alarm contacts
Metal bowl
Metal bowl with alarm contacts
Rina kit (plastic bowl, heat-shield)
Rina kit (plastic bowl, heat-shield) with alarm contacts
Drain Tap
Bleed Valve
Bleed valve gasket
Lid
Spring Cassette
Vacuum gauge
Vacuum gauge with adjustable point
HNBR Lid seal
HNBR Bowl seal
HNBR Seal kit
10 mic element
30 mic element
60 mic element stainless steel

30985
30985k
30982
30982k
30989
30995
30366
30408
30558
30553
30297
30650
SM-30650-1
10362
10361
10528
01010
01030
01060-s

SWK2000/18 range
Plastic bowl
Plastic bowl with alarm contacts
Metal bowl
Metal bowl with alarm contacts
Rina kit (plastic bowl, heat-shield) with contacts
Drain Tap
Bleed Valve
Bleed valve gasket
Lid
Spring Cassette
Vacuum gauge
Vacuum gauge with adjustable point
Lid seal
Bowl seal
Seal kit
10 mic element
30 mic element
60 mic element stainless steel

30986
30986k
30983
30983k
30996
30343
30408
30558
30572
30298
30650
SM-30650-1
30421
30423
30979
01810
01830
01860-s

SWK2000/40 range
Metal bowl
Metal bowl with alarm contacts
Drain Tap
Bleed Valve
Bleed valve gasket
Lid
Spring Cassette
Vacuum gauge
Vacuum gauge with adjustable point
Lid seal
Bowl seal
Seal kit
10 mic element
30 mic element
60 mic element stainless steel

30457
30457k
30456
30408
30558
30535
30299
30650
SM-30650-1
30440
30442
30980
04010
04030
04060-s

SWK2000/130 range
Please enquire for all spare parts

Fittings
A wide range of fittings are available for all models in the SWK2000 range.
Below is only a sample of the types available, please ask Separ UK for more
details or other variations.
8mm olive connector for SWK2000/5
10mm olive connector for SWK2000/5
12mm olive connector for SWK2000/5
3/8” olive connector for SWK2000/5
½” BSP female adaptor for SWK2000/5

5-8M-16
5-10M-16
5-12M-16
5-38-16
5-12BSPT-M16

10mm olive connector for SWK2000/10
12mm olive connector for SWK2000/10
3/8” olive connector for SWK2000/10
½” BSP female adaptor for SWK2000/10
½” BSP female adaptor for SWK2000/10U

90100-10
90100-12M
90100-38
90100-12BSP-FA
10U-12BSP-FA

10mm olive connector for SWK2000/18
15mm olive connector for SWK2000/18
¾” BSP female adaptor for SWK2000/18

18-10M-26
18-15M-26
18-34BSP-FA

1” BSP Male adaptor for SWK2000/40

40-1BSP-M33-MA
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Separ Evo-10
Building on the success of the Separ SWK2000 range – a light weight compact design
Our patented filter technology creates a safe and efficient separation of water and other contaminates from the
fuel. The large diameter of the filter's internal cross section and channels minimizes the pressure drop and makes
for a significantly more efficient process. Finest impurities and water droplets are trapped by the large surface
area of the internal pleated filter element (replaceable).Due to the use of modern materials; we have reduced the
volume and weight of the filter drastically, without any loss of efficiency or reliability.
Easy installation
Due to the design of the inlet and outlet ports, the filter can be easily integrated in any fuel system. Inlets and
outlets can be connected on the left and/or right side of the filter according to your requirement.
Simple and quick maintenance
The filter operation is protected by an easy to remove cover. This will prevent dirt that could contaminate the fuel
circuit when the filter lid is opened. The filter has been designed to allow element replacement / service without
the use of tools.
Environmentally friendly
The filter is constructed from completely recyclable materials. Moreover the element can be reused multiple times
during the life of the filter, meaning waste disposal costs and hence the environmental burden will be minimised.
Optional fuel heater and/or water in fuel-sensor
The fuel heating system is self activating at low temperatures and effectively prevents waxing of the fuel; an
increased fuel temperature (below the operational threshold) will result in the heater reducing its output. Due to
this self-controlled regulation, the fuel is heated with high efficiency, minimising wasted energy. A filter fitted with
the optional WiF-Sensor (Water in Fuel sensor) does not need to be regularly checked for water. If water is
present in the fuel, the WiF sensor will activate an alarm to signal is should be
removed by opening the drain valve.
1) Fuel Inlet
2) While passing the internal vanes, a centrifugal rotational motion is
induced in the fuel
3) The fuel exits the internal vane system and enters the filter bowl
4) Due to the centrifugal motion, water and particulate is separated from the
fuel and will drop to the bottom of the bowl
5) The fuel is guided into the pre-filter chamber
6) The large cross-sectional area of this chamber slows the fuels velocity
7) Suspended particulate and remaining water particles are caught in the
pleated media
8) Cleaned fuel enters the outlet chamber
9) Fuel outlet
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The New Separ Evo-10 fuel filter/ water separator is a revolution in filtration. Its polymer construction, and tool-less servicing makes
it an ideal filter for modern applications.
Description
The Evo-10 is constructed from modern glass filled polymers and is completely recyclable. Its design is centralised around the idea
of a tool-less service. In other words, no tools are required to change the filter element or drain the water. Its light-weight design and
compact size makes it ideal for high performance applications where weight and size is important - such as the bus and truck
industry, or generator applications. The filter can handle up to 600 litres per hour (10 litres per minute), and has M22x1.5 input and
output ports.
Features









Compact size in comparison to flow rate
Very lightweight (approx 1.1kg)
Low pressure drop
Long-life replaceable filter elements, 10, 30 and 60 micron
Easy installation
Tool-less servicing
Bio-diesel compatible

Less weight due to compact design
Our patented filter technology creates a safe and efficient separation of water and other
contaminates from the fuel. The large diameter of the filter's internal cross section and channels
minimizes the pressure drop and makes for a significantly more efficient process. Finest
impurities and water droplets are trapped by the large surface area of the internal pleated filter
element (replaceable). Due to the use of modern materials; we have reduced the volume and
weight of the filter drastically, without any loss of efficiency or reliability.

Easy installation
Due to the design of the inlet and outlet ports, the filter can be easily integrated in any fuel
system. Inlets and outlets can be connected on the left and/or right side of the filter according to
your requirement.
Simple and quick maintenance
The filter operation is protected by an easy to remove cover. This will prevent dirt that could
contaminate the fuel circuit when the filter lid is opened. The filter has been designed to allow
element replacement / service without the use of tools.
Environmentally friendly - Think Green!
The filter is constructed from completely recyclable materials. Moreover the element can be
reused multiple times during the life of the filter, meaning waste disposal costs and hence the
environmental burden will be minimised.
Filter Options - fuel heater, water in fuel-sensor
The fuel heating system is self activating at low temperatures and effectively prevents waxing of
the fuel; an increased fuel temperature (below the operational threshold) will result in the heater
reducing its output. Due to this self-controlled regulation, the fuel is heated with high efficiency,
minimising wasted energy. A filter fitted with the optional WiF-Sensor (Water in Fuel sensor)
does not need to be regularly checked for water. If water is present in the fuel, the WiF sensor
will activate an alarm to signal it should be removed by opening the drain valve.
Evo-10 Specifications

Item
Max Flow
Filter restriction at Max Flow 30mic element
Port Size
Material
Height
Element removal
Total height needed
Depth
Width
Weight

Imperial
Metric
132 GPH
600 LPH
0.62 IN. HG
22 mBar
3/4-14
22 x 1.5
PA6 6GF50
12in
300mm
1.25 in
30mm
13.25 in
330 mm
5.56 in
142 mm
5.5 in
140 mm
2.4 Lbs.
1.1 KG.

Replacement elements Evo-10:
10 micron - 01010 (paper)
30 micron - 01030 (paper)
60 micron - 01060-s (stainless steel - washable)
Replacement Seal Kit for Evo-10:
Part number 10634
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Separ active / passive water in fuel sensors
Developed for the EVO-10 range of filters originally, the new Separ active and passive water in fuel sensors offer
effective, reliable sensing at an affordable price.

10507 - Active Water in Fuel Sensor
Supply Voltage
Supply Voltage (max)
Operating Temperature Range
Storage Temperature Range
Output Resistance at logic 0 (no water sensed)
Output Resistance at logic 1 (water sensed)
Detection threshold
Power consumption
Thread

12 VDC – 24 VDC
34 VDC
-40°C to 85°C
-40°C to 125°C
100 Ohm approx.
2,700 Ohm approx.
42,000 Ohm approx.
3 W (max) Depending on external wiring
PG7

The Water Detection Circuit can be used
for measuring the resistance of liquids
around the contact areas (at the narrow
end of the sensor). If the impedance of
the measured liquid is less than 42,000
Ohms approx. the outputs change logic
state.
Functionality
When water is detected, output + (green cable) switches to logic level 1 (on), the output voltage switches to
approximately the same as the supply voltage, with an output resistance of approximately 2,700 Ohms. When
water is not detected the output switches to logic level 0 (off), an approximate ground voltage is sent to the green
cable, with an output resistance of approximately 100 Ohms. Output – (yellow cable) is the reverse, switching to
the approximate ground if water is sensed and approximate supply voltage if not.

10508 - Passive Water in Fuel Sensor
Supply Voltage (max)
Operating Temperature Range
Storage Temperature Range
Resistance
Thread

34 VDC
-40°C to 85°C
-40°C to 125°C
12,000 Ohm (12k ohm)
PG7

The passive Water Detection Sensor can
be used for measuring the resistance of
liquids around the contact surface. When
screwed into the Separ filter bowl it will
measure the resistance of the fuel or
water present at that contact point. There
is no logic detection in this unit and as
such any sensing or triggering function
must be carried out by an external PLC
or similar device. The resistance used in
this sensor has a value of approx.
12kOhms.
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Ordering procedure
Orders
Ordering from Separ UK is easy, simply make a note of the products you are interested in and either call us on
01923 276007, email us via sales@separ.co.uk, send a message to us via the „contact us‟ section on our web
site (www.separ.co.uk) or you can fax us at 01923 267463, to help with faxed orders and enquiries, there is a faxback sheet on the following page. You can even post orders to us at:
Separ UK
3 Kingley Park, Station Road, Kings Langley, Herts, WD4 8GW
If you need help, please call us. We are very happy to help select products for you, assist with technical advice
and provide further product data if required.
Payments
We accept payment by bank transfer (BACS, CHAPS, Internet banking and bank transfers). We also accept
cheques made payable to “Separ UK”. We will shortly be taking credit card payments as well, please check back
with us soon for more details.
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